Game analytics supports game development by providing direct quantitative feedback about player experience. Player retention and monetization have become central business statistics in free-to-play game development. Total playtime and lifetime value in particular are central benchmarks, but many metrics have been used for this purpose. However, game developers often want to perform analytics in a timely manner before all users have churned from the game. This causes data censoring, which makes many metrics biased. In this article, we introduce how the mean cumulative function (MCF) can be used to measure metrics from censored data. Statistical tools based on the MCF allow game developers to determine whether a given change improves a game or whether a game is good enough for public release. The MCF is a general tool that estimates the expected value of a metric for any data set and does not rely on a model for the data. We demonstrate the advantages of this approach on a real in-development free-to-play mobile game Hipster Sheep.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE digital industry is a major sector of the modern economy. Products and services sold digitally are a source of revenue for many companies, and the game industry in particular has grown to form a large part of the app economy. The freemium business model, the proliferation of mobile devices, and the expanding possibilities in data gathering have all shaped the recent evolution. These developments have made player retention as well as the resulting monetization a central development target and analytics benchmark. Indeed, many companies have come to regard them as core metrics of profitability and have implemented tracking as a part of their everyday business activities [1] . Because there are significant adverse consequences of making decisions based on inadequate metrics, research is required to investigate whether the current game metrics are as efficient and informative as needed.
Metrics are well defined calculations that aggregate the game data to a single statistic. To address the challenge of obtaining insight from player data, a set of free-to-play metrics has been proposed [2] . Retention metrics measure how well the game The authors are with the Department of Future Technologies, University of Turku 20014 Turku, Finland (e-mail: majuvi@utu.fi; ajairo@utu.fi; amtmaj@utu.fi; jukhei@utu.fi; aatapa@utu.fi).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TG.2020.2964120 retains its players over time while monetization metrics measure how the game extracts revenue from these players. The expected lifetime value (LTV) could be argued to be the most important business statistic, as the return on investment is given as the difference of the LTV and the acquisition cost of a player [3] . Likewise, the expected playtime can be used to measure how the game retains players [4] . Game developers may also want to measure other things such as the number of friend invites as virality, game progression, known industry benchmarks, etc. There is virtually no limit to the amount of different metrics that can be considered. Game analytics that is provided to game developers often places high time demands on game metrics. Game developers can rarely afford to wait to the point when every player has churned, that is quit playing the game, to make decisions about the game. For example, if game developers are planning to launch a new game, they want to know how much money it would make. To do this, they can acquire a small sample of players from social network advertising and use this to estimate the expected LTV. If these players produce more money to the company over time than it costs to acquire them, they can decide to launch the game. However, it is likely that many players are still playing the game when they want to make a decision. In addition, players who have started at different times have different follow-up lengths. This phenomenon, where a limited follow-up results in partial data, is referred to as data censoring. Data censoring is a problem because metrics computed from such data are biased.
To solve this problem, the game industry has emphasized specific metrics which can be computed as the data comes in. In particular, the retention rate has become a central metric of player engagement [2] . Given a day that a group of players started playing the game, it computes the percentage of these players that return to the game on every subsequent day. It is common to use the retention rate on a given follow-up day (say, first day, week, or month) as a benchmark.
In this work, we show that game metrics can be estimated without bias even from censored data. The proposed approach is based on accepted methods from reliability engineering and biostatistics, which deal with recurrent events and associated costs. When we think of player data as recurrent events, a tool known as the mean cumulative function (MCF) can be used to estimate the expected value of a metric over time. In fact, when it is applied to the number of distinct days played, the derivative corresponds to the retention rate metric. It generalizes the retention rate, since one can measure many other metrics and use players with different censoring lengths. The MCF, therefore, offers a novel way to approach the problem of measuring, visualizing, and analyzing player retention and monetization in games. When we apply the method to a metric, we are able to answer the following scientific questions 1) What is the expected value at time T? 2) What is the uncertainty of the estimate? 3) Which is better of two game versions A and B? 4) What is the confidence that the version is better? This article is structured as follows. Section II reviews related background literature. We collect the robust methods required for game analytics with the goal of introducing the MCF as a new tool. Section III introduces the research data and the mathematical framework of the MCF. Section IV performs experiments on several real-world game development problems we have encountered and analyzes the advantages of using the MCF in these cases. Section V concludes our findings.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Game Analytics
Academic literature understands "retention" as an umbrella term that together with churn has been used to study many engagement metrics [4] - [20] . Studies have, for example, treated retention as a metric that measures various aspects of player activity [5] , [6] , session time [7] , total sessions [8] , total purchases [10] , playtime [4] , [11] , [12] , gates cleared [10] , [13] , and days active [14] . In contrast, the term retention often refers to the specific "retention rate" metric in the industry [1] . A case study elaborating this and other industry metrics has been published [2] , and it has also been studied in academia [15] , [16] .
Gaming literature has not only measured these metrics, but also sought to develop predictive models and interpret them. Linear [8] , [10] and Cox [12] , [14] , [16] regression have been applied to study the effect of covariates on retention metrics. Churn is a natural complement of retention, as users churning at time T , regardless of the definition of time, implies that the users were retained for time T . Churn prediction has been an especially active research area on predictive models. Many machine learning models have been used and contrasted to the simpler tools of logistic regression [7] , [9] , [10] , [17] - [20] , especially hidden Markov models [17] - [20] . Recent competition features many machine learning approaches for player churn and survival prediction [21] .
The research on metrics, regression models, and involved predictive machine learning models is largely complementary. A game analyst's first concern is often to understand players and evaluate game performance as reported in analytics dashboards through simple and appropriate metrics. The next step might be to understand how general principles, marketing, and game design affect player retention. When a well defined predictive task can be formulated that impacts revenues and requires as accurate answers as possible, for example, the recommendation of games to players, a natural solution is then to implement a sophisticated machine learning model. The contribution of this study belongs to the research on metrics in game analytics. 
B. Single and Recurrent Event Survival Analysis
The main contribution of this study is to show that the problem of estimating metrics from censored data sets corresponds to a standard problem in the field of recurrent event survival analysis. This allows us to estimate the metrics with a statistical method that is nonparametric, meaning that it makes no assumptions about the distribution underlying the data, and can naturally handle data censoring and unknown player churn.
Survival analysis is a branch of statistics that deals with data sets where censoring is common. Standard survival analysis has been applied to gaming [11] , [21] . However, it assumes that data sets consist of a single event and a censoring indicator. For example, player churn is a single event which implies the accumulated playtime. Censoring in this context means that the player's playtime is larger than observed during the follow-up, i.e., the player has not yet churned. For players who have churned, we know the playtime. The methods that have been used in the gaming literature have, therefore, required that the player's churn status is known. This might be a valid assumption in subscription-based games where canceling the subscription corresponds to churn, but in other games, there is usually no clear indication whether the players have stopped playing the game. Various ad hoc rules have been used to impute the churn or censoring status [17] - [20] . In this article, we overcome the churn problem by using recurrent event survival analysis, which uses data with recurrent accumulation events rather than a single event that terminates the accumulation. For example, every session is a recurrent event that accumulates the playtime by the length of the session. Censoring in this case refers to the end of the player follow-up, which is the known data collection date. We illustrate both single and recurrent event interpretations of a game data set in Fig. 1 .
The problem of measuring and understanding recurrent event data is shared by reliability engineering and medical literature. Similar to how metrics, interpretative models, and predictive models can be contrasted in games, the emphasis between the two fields often varies. The literature on reliability has traditionally studied parametric, often single process models [22] , with the medical literature emphasizing nonparametric methods for several subjects [23] . Parametric models are important in maintenance planning, whereas medical studies often use nonparametric methods to understand how drugs and other interventions impact patient survival. Another main difference is the nature of the data sets; simple laws often describe the homogeneous and independent nature of failing machine parts, whereas human subjects often show high heterogeneity as individuals. In this regard, gaming seems to be closer to medicine. Nevertheless, parametric models have been used in marketing for purchase processes [24] , of which the beta geometric/negative binomial distribution (BG/NBD) model has been found to struggle with free-to-play games [25] .
C. Robust Nonparametric Methods for Recurrent Events
We base the approach proposed in this article on the robust recurrent event analysis methodology, as described in the review of Lawless [26] and the book by Cook and Lawless [27] . This "robustness" makes these methods applicable to gaming data. Robustness in this context means that the method is free of the Poisson process assumption [28] that is implicit in a large part of the recurrent event literature. The assumption holds that the player behavior is independent of the player history, which cannot apply because of player churn. We, therefore, drop this assumption and use robust methods.
The MCF [29] estimate of the population mean is a central concept in both reliability and biostatistics, where it forms the foundation of more advanced statistical methods. The MCF was originally introduced by Nelson [30] , [31] and Altschuler [32] independently as a way to study the cumulative failure intensity in a single-event process, and it was subsequently studied in depth through a recurrent event framework based on counting processes by Aalen [33] . Nelson [29] , [34] also noted that the estimator can be used to estimate cumulative cost. Cook and Lawless [27] discussed additional results and applications of cumulative cost.
The uncertainty in the MCF estimate may be derived with or without the Poisson assumption. Confidence intervals quantify the probable range of the MCF at a given time point t. Aalen [33] discussed confidence intervals based on the Poisson assumption. The robust MCF confidence intervals were introduced in the applied research of Nelson and Doganaksoy [35] , and Robinson [36] , [37] . These intervals, among other results, are discussed in [38] . Doganaksoy and Nelson [39] , [40] presented a simple test for comparing two MCFs at a given time point. This test is based on the difference between the two estimates, which is an unbiased estimate of the actual difference. To compare multiple cohorts, a pairwise test between all MCFs can be performed, but the confidence intervals should then be corrected for a ksample comparison, i.e., the chance of the event that some of the comparisons differ significantly [41] .
To perform an equality test, instead of a test of pointwise differences, many nonparametric linear rank tests have been presented in the biostatistics literature to compare two-or k-sample data. Andersen et al. [42] showed that the comparisons could be combined in the counting process framework as k-sample tests using weight functions. The robust two-sample test was introduced by Pepe and Cai [43] and Lawless and Nadeau [38] . Cook et al. [44] presented a k-sample comparison and compared weight functions. These results were later discussed rigorously in the empirical process framework of Lin et al. [45] .
The Cox regression model [46] also establishes semiparametric regression in this setting, which could be used to extend the simple analysis provided by the MCF. Cook [27] reviewed the robust procedures for this model.
III. RESEARCH DATA SET AND METHODS
A. Data Set
We use a single free-to-play data set over different game development cycles because the method works for any data set in the same format. The data set we use is from a mobile game called Hipster Sheep, which is being developed by Tribeflame Ltd. The game is a casual puzzle game where the player guides a humanlike sheep through interactive labyrinths with collectibles, cameras, and wolves. Like many modern free-to-play games, the game blends skill and luck in order to entice the player to make in-game purchases. The game is targeted at young adult females and has a lighthearted artistic theme reflecting the Hipster lifestyle.
The need for metrics is vividly illustrated in Fig. 2 , where a scatter plot shows the sessions and purchases of 10 000 iOS players acquired for a Beta test in Hipster Sheep. In this case, the data set is censored by a follow-up time of approximately three months, which results in different player observation lengths. Due to short game development cycles, other data sets could have a follow-up time from days to months. The game developers may also want to visualize in real time how the game is performing as the data come in. It appears that players slowly churn out of the game, and we obtain a few sessions or purchases per player. To understand how well the game is retaining and monetizing players, the challenge is to estimate exactly how many from this data set.
If the data were not censored by the maximum observable day in the data set, we could compute the number of sessions or purchases per player. Other natural metrics would be the total playtime or revenue. If the data consist of incomplete user life cycles, as is the case here, the results are downward biased because not all players have churned and their totals are larger than what we have observed so far. To solve this problem, we formulate the data as a set of recurrent events and apply our method. We then get an unbiased estimate of the expected value as a function of the player follow-up length. Table I shows an excerpt of the data coded in a recurrent event format. In this example, two players (ID) both have seven events (N) that are recorded in calendar time (timestamp) and time since install (time) in days. The events belong to one of three categories (type)-sessions, purchases, and censoring indicator. Censored means that player history from this point forward is unknown because the follow-up ended. The sessions have associated lengths, and the purchases have associated purchase amounts, which are shown as the event costs (cost). For example, Player ID 1 in Table I has five session events, happening at times 0.00, 0.09, 1.12, 1.58, and 16.53 in days. There is one purchase at 0.10 days. The censoring time 102.93 denotes the length of time from the start of the first session to when the data were gathered.
These events can be used to estimate the playtime or the LTV. When we are interested in the number of sessions or purchases, we can set the cost values to 1. Other metrics can be computed by including new event types, where each event accumulates the metric and the cost column records the corresponding amount. The terminology of "cost" derives from the literature, but the events can, in general, be positive as well as negative. Fig. 3 plots sessions and purchases as a time-shifted version of Fig. 2 , where we use time since install to measure player retention. The resulting observation limits are denoted by the gray diagonal line, where the players are observable between their first session and the data collection limit. Players have events, such as sessions or purchases, in between and the observation is terminated by the censoring time.
B. MCF Estimate
Given such a set of observed data, we want to estimate the amount of time played or money spent by a player over time. We call this amount the cumulative cost for a player. In statistical terms, the cumulative cost C(t) at time t is a random variable and we wish to calculate an estimate E[C(t)] of the expected cumulative cost E[C(t)] from a sample of censored player event histories. This is an estimate of how much playtime or revenue will accumulate per player over time. The MCF is a method to calculate this estimate. In the special case where the total cost C(t) is the number of events that have occurred, the MCF is also known as the Nelson-Aalen estimate. The rate of events is given by the instantaneous change in the expected number of events, or the derivative ∂/∂tE[C(t)]. We define the methods following [27] for a concise formula. Nelson [41] provides an introduction with an applied focus.
Formally, let Δc i (t j ) denote the cost of an event happening to player i at time point t j , where 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n are the indices of players and distinct event times, respectively. Further, each player has a censoring time τ i after which the events are not known. Let y i (t) denote whether the player is observable at time t, meaning that y
is defined as zero when there is no event happening to player i at time t j or when the player is censored, i.e., y i (t j ) = 0. Finally, we denote by c i (t) = j:t j ≤t Δc i (t j ) the total cost accumulated by player i in the interval (0, t].
To define the aggregate values over all players, denote by Δc
the total number number of players observable at time t. The MCF estimates the expected value E[C(t)] as the cumulative sum of total costs over all event times, taking into account the number of players observable
.
The MCF estimates in Fig. 3 are calculated as the number of session or purchase events per player. Each point in the curve estimates of how many sessions or purchases will accumulate per player for the given follow-up length. With unlimited follow-up, the curve approaches the expected value in an uncensored data set.
Other examples could be provided using this data set. The estimate based on sessions and session lengths is the expected playtime per player, and the derivative is the instantaneous play probability over time. The estimate based on purchases and associated profits is the expected LTV per player, and the derivative is the instantaneous revenue per player over time. This means that the MCF can be used to calculate metrics from censored data that have varying player follow-up lengths, with no assumptions about player behavior.
C. MCF Confidence Intervals
From the population of millions of potential players, we have many ways of choosing a sample of 10 000, and in different samples, we obtain slightly different values for the metric. It is assumed that there is a true value of the metric when it is computed with the entire population of potential players and the metric computed on the samples varies around this value by chance. In statistical terms, any estimate based on a sample has sampling uncertainty associated with it. This uncertainty can be quantified with confidence intervals.
The players are a sample of independent and identically distributed realizations of the random variable C(t). The data set itself is, therefore, a random variable as is the estimator based on it. To compute the 95% confidence intervals displayed in Fig. 3 , we proceed as follows. At every time t, the term E[C(t)] is a sum of independent random variables, i.e., the players, and by the central limit theorem it, therefore, is asymptotically normally distributed. Using a normal distribution, the 95% confidence
] with z = 1.96. A robust variance estimate required by the formula can be shown to equal [27] Var
(2)
D. MCF Comparison
Suppose for simplicity that players can be divided into two groups based on countries, platforms, game versions, etc. It would be of interest to be able to compare the players for retention and monetization. For example, when introducing a new feature to the game, the game developers may want to test whether the changed version has higher retention than the original one. These tests are called AB-tests in the gaming literature [1] , and they are also used in medicine to assess treatment effectiveness. In statistical terms, these groups are known as cohorts. We can compare the cohorts by investigating the difference in the expected value of a metric.
Assume that we have computed the MCFs of the two cohorts as E[C 1 (t)] and E[C 2 (t)]. The difference in the expected value can then be straightforwardly estimated as the difference of the
Since the sampling of players is assumed to be independent, the variance of the difference can be estimated as the sum of the MCF variances using the previous formula A more powerful approach compares the cohort MCFs over their entire range, which is formulated as a test of the null hypothesis C 1 (t) = C 2 (t). The p-value we obtain from the test indicates whether the overall difference in the MCFs is statistically significant. The two-sample MCF comparison is formulated in [27] as a family of test statistics as follows. For a player i in cohort k, denote the cost Δc ki (t) and the observable indicator y ki (t). Further, denote the total cost in the cohort by Δc k• (t) and the total number of players observable by y k• (t). Given a weight function
and a maximum observable time τ = max{τ ki }, the score is
The robust variance estimate for the score is
We then compute the test statistic t = U (τ )/ Var[U (τ )], which has the approximate normal distribution N (0, 1) under the null hypothesis. This means that we compare the test statistic t to the standard normal distribution function, where the p-value is the probability of obtaining a sample with a larger magnitude. For example, at the 95% confidence level, |t| ≥ 1.96 rejects the null hypothesis.
E. MCF Generalizes Standard Statistical Methods
The mean, the confidence intervals, and the cohort comparison can be calculated with standard statistical techniques when the data set is not censored or the players have the same censoring time τ i = τ . We can then estimate the distribution of C(t) simply by the empirical distribution {c i (t)} n i=1 . An unbiased estimate of the expected value is the sample mean and the variance of this estimate can be calculated using the sample variance
These formulas can also be derived from the censored data formulas (1) and (2) by substituting a common censoring time for all players. In this case also, the censored data MCF comparison in formulas (5) and (6) simplify to a test that can be directly verified to equal the Welch's test, the general form of the well known T-test. Our estimators, therefore, have the nice property that they equal the standard estimators in the special case of uncensored data or a shared censoring time.
F. MCF Generalizes the Retention Rate
A particular application of the MCF is connected to the retention rate, which is the most widely used player engagement metric in the industry [1] . Given a day that a group of players start playing the game, the retention rate calculates the number of players that return to the game on the following days. It is important to clarify whether the definition counts unique players or not. With unique players, one obtains the percentage of users that return to the game, which is known as the ordinary retention rate.
We illustrate the calculation of retention rates with a simple example. Fig. 4 plots the sessions of a total of 100 random players that started playing the game on July 3, 2016, called the "3.7" cohort. The bottom table counts both the unique players (Players) and all players (Sessions) that return to the game on the following 14 days.
The retention rates of this example and their cumulative sums are calculated in Table II . The ordinary retention rate in the "Players" row is the number of unique players divided by the total number of players. For example, the one-day (1 d) retention rate is 53/100 = 0.53 players per day. We further obtain the 2 d, 3 d, 4 d, 5 d, 6 d, 7 d, . . . rates as a decreasing sequence: 0.17, 0.19, 0.08, 0.10, 0.04, 0.02, …. The second retention rate in the "Sessions" row is the number of all players divided by the total number of players. The bottom two rows calculate the cumulative sums of these retention rates.
Both cumulative sums are, in fact, equivalent to particular MCFs. The "Players" cumulative sum calculates how many distinct days played has accumulated per player, and the "Sessions" cumulative sum calculates how many sessions have accumulated per player. This is equivalent to applying the MCF directly to either distinct days played or sessions per player. Therefore, the MCF calculates the area under the curve (AUC) of the retention rate up to a given follow-up time, and the retention rate is the derivative of the MCF curve.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we test the benefits of the MCF as a game analytics metric. These experiments can be divided into four categories, which are considered in the following chapters A. Censored data: How does the MCF compare to two naive solutions to the censoring problem? B. The retention rate versus the MCF: How does the MCF compare when both are applicable? C. Generalization: Can we benefit from the new metrics that the MCF makes possible? D. Other games: Is the reliability and usefulness of the MCFbased metrics game dependent? We have implemented the methods in a freely available Python package called PyMCF (https://gitlab.utu.fi/majuvi/ PyMCF).
A. Experiment: Censored Data
The fact that the metric is unbiased by censoring [27] is important in real-time analytics. The censoring time varies by player; a method that handles such data is able to pool together players arriving on different days. Pooling the data together provides larger data sets, which result in higher statistical certainty in metric computation and comparison. To test these differences, we randomly sample a smaller data set with more uncertainty using 1000 players from the Hipster Sheep Beta test. We compare the MCF to the following two naive methods of dealing with censoring: 1) Method 1: Handle censoring by excluding data. To compute the mean value E[C(t)] at time t, we exclude players with smaller censoring times τ i ≤ t. 2) Method 2: Ignore censoring. To compute the mean value E[C(t)], we assume that players are not censored, i.e., y i (t) = 1, and compute the value using the sample mean. In Fig. 5 , we use letters {A, B, C, D} to illustrate which data sets the methods use. For example, Method 1 uses data set {A}, Method 2 uses the data sets {A, B, C, D}, and the MCF uses the data set {A, B, C}. For Method 1, we have to choose a time t to define the data set {A} that strikes a balance between the number of players and the time predicted. Method 1, therefore, uses 0%-50% of the data available, assuming a constant acquisition rate. Method 2 uses nonexistent data, as it assumes that {D} is part of the data set but has no player events. This falsely increases the data set size by 100%. The MCF uses precisely all of the actual data.
We have computed the mean value using these three methods in Fig. 5 . Statistical theory implies the following results [27] which are also illustrated in the figure. Method 1 has a higher variance the further we try to measure because it uses fewer players, but it produces unbiased estimates of the mean and the confidence intervals. Method 2 appears to have a low variance, but both the mean and the confidence intervals are biased downward because the sample mean and the sample variance are underestimated due to missing sessions. The MCF has a low variance, and is an asymptotically unbiased estimate of the actual mean and the confidence intervals. It, therefore, combines the benefits without the downsides of the naive methods. If players have the same censoring time, all the three methods are identical. With increasingly large data sets and long follow-ups, Method 1 approaches a given confidence level even though it ignores some of the data. The bias in Method 2 depends on the player churn rate-the assumption becomes worse with lower churn.
Next, we evaluate the comparison of cohorts under censoring. The Hipster Sheep Beta test consisted of acquired players in Australia (AU) and The Netherlands (NL). This test allowed the game developers to determine which country is more profitable for user acquisition. Fig. 6 displays 1000 players in each country and a pointwise MCF comparison for session and purchase counts. We see that players in the Netherlands eventually play 0.5 sessions more than players in Australia, on average, but this difference is not significant. In contrast, the average player in Australia makes 0.05 purchases compared to 0.01 purchases in the Netherlands, a statistically significant difference.
With this finding, we utilize a simple AB-test in Table III to test for overall differences in retention or monetization between the two cohorts. We apply the robust MCF comparison, which takes into account the different follow-up times. We compare this method to the robust T-test, or Welch's test, which we can use on uncensored data. To obtain unbiased tests, we proceed as in Method 1 and choose time limits t = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 months, which determine the subsets of uncensored data. The results align with the pointwise test. Using the MCF test, the difference between session MCFs is not statistically significant, but the difference between purchases is. This test is very useful because it allows the entire data set to be used to test for a possible difference. We have quantified the amount data as "Person months" in the second column of the table, which is the sum of observation lengths. Assuming a constant acquisition rate, the naive tests use 0%-50% of the available data. If we use smaller data sets, we may not detect the difference. This happens in the T-tests of purchase counts with 1, 2.5, or 3 months of data. Due to the smaller amount of data being available for the T-tests, their statistical power is smaller for the same significance level, indicating that they are less likely to correctly detect the difference when it exists but equally likely to make a false difference claim when it does not exist.
B. Experiment: The Retention Rate Versus the MCF
A good analytics metric has two important properties-low variance and high consistency. By variance, we mean that the metric has an interpretation which is robust against variation caused simply by chance. When we want to understand user retention or monetization, we take a sample of players and calculate the metric on this sample. If we had a different sample, the metric could have a slightly different value. While both estimate the true value of the metric, they vary by chance depending on the sample we get. Variance means the extent to which the metric varies on different samples. The second important feature of a metric is consistency, which means that the interpretations are unambiguous and do not depend on the experiment parameters, such as the day we chose for measurement. Free-to-play game development sometimes involves tradeoffs, for example, the game may appeal either to the most engaged or the most casual segment. This fact could result in a nonuniform change to player retention over different days, which may be challenging to interpret. The first experiment demonstrates how the retention rate and the MCF have different variances. The left side of Fig. 7 plots the results of a simple ABC test in Android development version 1.18. The ABC test had 1800 players in total, who were randomly assigned to three different progression speeds-normal, faster, and fastest. The purpose of this test was to determine which progression speed would retain the most users and use this for the next game version.
The standard approach measures retention rate as the number of daily sessions in the middle left figure and Table IV . The MCF approach measures the number of cumulative sessions in the bottom left figure. The retention rate metric can be seen to depend randomly on the day we pick-the best version could be either b_faster (7 d), a_normal (14 d), or c_fastest (21 d). The standard metric is very sensitive to noise with only 600 players in each cohort.
On the other hand, the MCF consistently identifies b_faster as the best game version. The retention rate is in fact visually easier to estimate as the slope of the MCF. This is because a small difference is hard to detect over noise within a single day, but adding these small differences together over several days increases the total difference to detectable levels. The experiment demonstrated to the game developers that the overall player retention may be slightly higher in the faster game version.
In the second experiment, we demonstrate how the MCF has advantages over the retention rate in consistency. Game developers evaluated the retention rate with every new game version to make sure that the player retention did not decrease between development iterations. The Android development upgrade from the version 1.15 to 1.18 is displayed on the right side of Fig. 7 . We have used monthly binning to mitigate the variance of the previous example, and the data sets are effectively uncensored so that we can compare the standard methods to the MCF.
The Android development upgrade resulted in a change in retention, which is displayed in Table V and the middle right  figure. During the first month, the old version had 17.44 sessions per player whereas the new version had 15.22 sessions per player. However, long-term retention was much improved in the new version. The margin is quite wide at six months, about 14 to 1. Given that one version is played more densely in the beginning and the other for longer, how can we tell which version is better? Fig. 8 . Subsequent development effort focused on monetization, which is visible from the increasing LTV per user over small changes to the game.
As a "cumulative sum"-based metric, the MCF provides a simple and unambiguous measure of what the retention rate metrics imply in total. This statistic is calculated in bottom right Fig. 7 and the cumulative sums of Table V . We see that eventually, the expected number of sessions per player is approximately the same between the two versions: 18.36 compared to 18.41. This leads us to conclude that the change affected the pace at which the game is played, but not the total amount of time spent playing. The MCF has a consistent interpretation over time because it reveals the total effect of the individual retention rates. These individual rates can again be examined from the derivative of the curve if desired.
C. Experiment: Generalization
The MCF is also able to estimate the expected playtime and the expected LTV over time. This application, in a sense, generalizes the academic metrics [3] , [4] to censored data and allows the analyst to use them in the same way as the retention rate is currently being used. Because the MCF can be used more generally than the retention rate, it could have important applications in detecting any and all favorable changes. Using different metrics could lead to different interpretations of the data. Can we, therefore, be sure that all effects have been recognized in the standard retention measures?
To demonstrate that this effect is not merely hypothetical, Fig. 8 shows how the developers turned their attention to iOS monetization during the iOS Beta test with 10 000 players. They managed to improve monetization, as measured by the LTV per player, in the bottom right figure by small changes to the game through versions 1.31, 1.32, 1.33, and 1.35. However, the AUC of the ordinary retention rate in the bottom left figure held constant or slightly decreased. The area computes the number of days active per player. If one assumed that profit is proportional to the retention rate, through a multiplier for average revenue per daily active user, one would not have detected this change. In Fig. 9 . MCF estimates for eight games use players with very short follow-up times. These estimates appear quite useful in reasoning about the final mean playtime. This data set essentially replicated a game launch scenario.
cases like this, one needs a preferably identical tool to measure monetization alongside retention.
D. Experiment: Other Games
The MCF is a simple measurement tool that does not rely on any modeling assumptions. While this tool can be used to estimate the mean from any data set, as a metric it may have varying degrees of utility in game development situations. To evaluate how useful this measure is for different games, we used the public 2016 ACM Internet Measurement Conference Steam data set [47] .
This data set includes 108.7 million Steam accounts with two static snapshots collected in 2013 and 2014. The data contain a small subset of players who were sampled daily, totaling 0.5% of the second snapshot. According to the authors, this sampling was done from November 1, 2014 to November 7, 2014. However, upon importing data, we discovered daily sampling from October 10, 2014 to November 9, 2014 which gave 31 days of maximum follow-up time. We used this subset to generate a data set that simulates a game test or launch situation. First, we took all games that had a release date within the sampling window and more than 200 players. Second, we processed this data to include only those players that started accumulating playtime between the release date and the end of follow-up. Finally, we used this data set to compute the MCF estimates for playtime displayed in Fig. 9 . This processing resulted in eight such games with 240-1896 players per game.
We do not know the final playtimes for these games because the daily samples were the last to be collected. For this reason, we used the public SteamSpy platform [48] to obtain estimates for the mean and the median playtime. This platform uses the same API as the Steam data set, but it is updated daily. The SteamSpy calculation includes players with zero playtimes whereas our definition does not, which should result in lower mean playtimes. The mean and median playtimes sourced from SteamSpy are listed for the eight games in Table VI , sorted by the highest mean playtime. Because the games have different maximum follow-ups, one needs to compare the MCF estimates in Fig. 9 at a given follow-up time. The table then estimates the final playtime values with infinite follow-up.
We make the following observations from the figure. Either Farming Simulator 15 or The Binding of Isaac: Rebirth would appear to become the most played game over time. These two games have almost constant MCF increments, which implies that these games have very low churn rates. However, this also means that their final playtime is difficult to estimate with limited 11-and 6-day follow-ups. Next, we have Civilization: Beyond Earth and Borderlands: The Pre-Sequel, which appear to be very similar and quite successful games when it comes to the mean playtime. The Evil Within and Lords of the Fallen have similar player churn profiles, but a little under half the playtime accumulation. Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare is again similar but a step lower. For these churn profiles, two to three months of follow-up would seem sufficient to measure the final mean playtime. Up to this point, our results, with very limited data, perfectly collaborate the SteamSpy data, keeping in mind that our data excluded zero playtimes.
The free-to-play indie game Double Action: Boogaloo appears to stabilize at only 1:36 hours of mean playtime, whereas SteamSpy data set gives it 7:46 hours. The reason for this miss is clear when one considers the small median playtime of 00:45 hours-the mean is heavily influenced by few rare players with very long playtimes and our sample of 249 players for this game was not large enough to include such players. Players in Call of Duty for example tend to have more standard playtimes because the mean and the median are quite close. This makes small sample calculations of the mean more reliable.
Overall, the method is useful for a wide range of game genres-strategy, action, RPG, F2P, and simulation. We can determine the relative order of the games quite quickly, and the churn rate determines how quickly we can estimate the final mean playtime. Free-to-play games may need larger sample sizes because the data include rare events that heavily influence the measurement, but their higher churn rates usually mean that we need less follow-up time. For other games, the method is quite reliable with small data sets, but lower churn rates imply that we need to either extend the follow-up or predict the curve using parametric methods.
V. CONCLUSION
The MCF is a model-free estimate of the population mean, and a central concept in reliability and biostatistics. Advances in the robust analysis of recurrent events and costs make it applicable to game analytics with limited follow-up times and unknown player churn. This research found that well founded metrics based on the MCF can have a major influence on decision-making compared to current metrics. Practical relevance of the considered method is backed by discussions with the local game developer Tribeflame. The study is unique in the sense that MCF has not been used in the game industry and therefore, it provides a novel contribution to game analytics.
Several free-to-play game metrics can be generalized to censored data using the MCF and its derivative. In particular, the popular retention rate metric corresponds to the derivative of the number of distinct days played. The academic metrics of playtime and LTV can now also be used as real-time game development metrics, and the asymptote equals the expected value in the full data set. The MCF also has advantages over traditional metrics in interpretation. As a fully model-free estimate, the metric is essentially empirical and is, therefore, able to generalize to any game data.
This study naturally has some limitations. The most important drawback of our method is the nonrobustness of the sample mean and thus, the MCF estimate presented here [49] . The sample mean is sensitive to outliers, and as an estimate of the population mean, it may converge slowly if at all for certain types of distributions. However, to estimate the expected playtime or the expected profit, there is no real alternative. Since the free-to-play model relies to an extent on a small segment of highly profitable users, more research is needed to assess the limits of sample-based inferences.
The MCF is a nonparametric method, and as such, does not predict outside the observed data set. For example, the MCF asymptote of LTV is an important prediction target. It could be predicted by specifying a parametric form for the curve, but extensive validation would then be required because the fit depends on the data set. As an extended topic, this is more suited for future work.
APPENDIX HOW TO CALCULATE THE MCF
In this section, we give a full example of how to calculate the MCF in a small data set using tables. The game analyst can follow our approach with more complicated data sets.
A. Data set
We generated the data set in Table VII for this example. The small data set has ten samples, of which we assigned the first five to cohort A and the last five to cohort B. The event times are rounded and "+" in the table means that the time signifies the end of follow-up. For example, Sample 1 belongs to cohort A, has events at times 2, 5, 10, 15, and becomes censored after time 19. This data set is visualized on the left side of Fig. 10 , with samples ordered by the follow-up length.
The data set was generated using a churn rate μ = 0.03 and an event rate λ = 0.12, with uniform censoring times in the interval (0,100]. It can be shown that the expected number of events at time t is then given by E[C(t)] = λ/μ(1 − e −μt ). This eventually converges to E[C(∞)] = λ/μ = 0.12/0.03 = 4.00 events. However, we have only ten samples and a maximum follow-up time of 80 in the data set, and therefore, do not know whether this is the true answer. The MCF E[C(t)] can be used to estimate the underlying E[C(t)] from these samples. The MCF is calculated using only sampled data on the left-hand side of Fig. 10 and is plotted on the right-hand side of this figure. The MCF indicates that at a follow-up time of 80, the expected number of events is 3.35 (95% C.I. 2.03-4.68). The rate of events decreases with time and somewhere around four events could indeed be the value where the estimate would eventually converge. We now demonstrate step by step how this estimate was obtained.
B. MCF Calculation
First, we calculate the MCF presented in (1)
To make the MCF calculation easy, we have transformed the original data set in Table VII to a different format in Table VIII . The rows visualize the number of events Δc i (t j ) in sample i at each distinct event time t j . The row displays the number of events during the sample follow-up (y i (t j ) = 1) and missing values after the end follow-up (y i (t j ) = 0). The aggregate values are obtained by summing these sample rows. For every row, Δc
is the total number of events and y • (t j ) = m i=1 y i (t j ) is the total number of observable samples. The MCF is defined using the increments Δ E[C(t j )] = Δc
is the cumulative sum of these increments. For example, at the first event time t j = 1 in Table VIII , we observe events 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0, which sum to Δc • (1) = 2 events and y • (1) = 10 observable samples. This implies the increment Δ E[C(1)] = 2/10 = 0.200 and the MCF value E[C(1)] = 0.200. At the second event time t j = 2, we observe events 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, which sum to Δc • (2) = 1 events and y • (2) = 9 observable samples. This implies the increment Δ E[C(2)] = 1/9 = 0.111 and the MCF value E[C(2)] = 0.200 + 0.111 = 0.311. The following rows are calculated the same way in Table IX .
The variance of the MCF estimate was presented in (2) , and it has a slightly more complicated calculation For this purpose, we use an auxiliary Table X. In the table, we have defined "variance increments"
). This definition uses variables calculated in Table VIII . To obtain the MCF variance, we first calculate the cumulative sum of the variance increments for every sample: var[Δc i (t)] = t j ≤t Δvar[Δc i (t j )]. We then take the sum of squares over the resulting variances:
For example, at the first event time t j = 1, the cumulative sums of variance increments in Table X are −0.020, −0.020, −0.020, −0.020, −0.020, −0.020, −0.020, 0.080, 0.080, −0.020 and their sum of squares is Var[ E[C(1)]] = 0.016. At the second event time t j = 2, the cumulative sums of variance increments are obtained by summing the first two rows: 0.079, −0.032, −0.032, −0.020, −0.032, −0.032, −0.032, 0.068, 0.068, −0.032 and their sum of squares is Var[ E[C(2)]] = 0.022. The following MCF variances are calculated the same way in Table IX The 95% confidence intervals (z = 1.96) are then simply: 
C. MCF Comparison
We can also compare the number of events C A (t) in cohort A to the number of events C B (t) in cohort B. The idea is to see whether one cohort has more events than the other one, and whether this could be explained simply by chance. In this example, we should be unlikely to find a statistically significant difference, since the samples were randomly assigned into arbitrary cohorts. The data set split into cohorts is visualized in the top left of Fig. 11 . First, we calculate the MCFs separately for the two cohorts. The calculation of the cohort MCF is precisely the same as the previous calculation, but only the data in the cohort are used. For example, cohort A MCF uses samples 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and cohort B MCF uses samples 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 from Table VIII. We then do the same calculation as before with these data sets. The results are displayed in Tables XI and XII, and visualized in the top right of Fig. 11 . Table XII. For example, at the first event time t j = 1, we had the MCF E[C A (1)] = 0.000 in cohort A and E[C B (1)] = 0.400 in cohort B, which implies the difference E[ΔC(1)] = 0.000 − 0.400 = −0.400. The MCF variance was Var[ E[C A (1)]] = 0.000 in cohort A and Var[ E[C B (1)]] = 0.048 in cohort B, which implies the variance Var[ E[ΔC(1)]] = 0.000 + 0.048 = 0.048.
The following values are computed similarly. The confidence intervals are then calculated the same as the previous confidence intervals. The resulting pointwise comparison is visualized in the bottom right of Fig. 11 . The comparison indicates that there is 
D. MCF Test
The calculation of the equality test C A (t) = C B (t) is almost the same as the pointwise comparison, but the MCF increments and the variance increments are weighted. First, we define a weighting function w(t) = (y A• (t)y B• (t))/(y A• (t) + y B• (t)). Then, we multiply the MCF increments Δ E[C A (t)] and Δ E[C B (t)] in Tables XI and XII by the weighting function. We also multiply the incremental variances Δvar[Δc Ai (t)] and Δvar[Δc Bi (t)] corresponding to the cohort samples in Table X by the values of the weighting function. We then compute the cohort MCF tables again with these values.
Finally, we use these two tables and do exactly the same calculation as in the pointwise MCF comparison. We calculate the score U (t) = Table XIII. The p-value is obtained by comparing the test statistic to the normal distribution N (0, 1) cumulative density function Φ(x). For example, at the maximum follow-up of t j = 80, we are using the full data set for comparison. We have the test statistic z = −1.464 that quantifies the difference between the cohorts. It may be that cohort A has more or less events than cohort B, so we use the absolute value to calculate a two-tailed test. Assuming that there is no difference between the cohorts, the probability of obtaining a test statistic that indicates a greater or equal difference by chance is then estimated as 2(1 − Φ(| − 1.464|)) = 0.143 (p-value). This is not very strong evidence against the assumption that there is no difference between the cohorts.
